LAW OF LOVE SYSTEMS: Discover a happier you

Each and Every human works for one single motive each and every moment. The motive is to
be happy. Most of us do not know how to get that happiness and we join the rat race. We
mimic the society to search happiness in falsehoods of pride, money, fame and so on.
However, ever after so many accomplishments happiness is no where visible. The book
attempts to find true happiness by using one of the basic laws of Universe-The Law of Love
system. This law is not new to us and each and every one of us is already aware of the law at
some level of our being. One who understands the law is already following the law. The law
leads to happiness by building better relationships, by freedom from covetousness of money
and accumulations etc and by discovering true sense of being and Oneness One of the
differences between Human and animal is the sense of Identity. Human identify itself by
name, status, religion, caste, race, place etc. Human compares itself with others, judges itself
and its place in society. All this forms part of human ego. Ego with sense of mindfulness or
oneness is good but Ego without sense of mindfulness or oneness give rise to pride, insecurity,
anger, jealousy, greed etc. which leads to unhappiness. What is Oneness? Let us not perceive
the world through five senses(Eyes, Nose, Tongue, Ears & Skin) & mind functions (Emotions,
Identity & Intelligence) for some time. Once this is done and you listen to your soul, you will
decipher the real world of Oneness. Blessed is one who knows God and his traits of Love and
Oneness. The one who is devoid of Godâ€™s blessings is ignorant and feels secure in
falsehoods of acquired money, property, status and accomplishments etc. The book attempts to
differentiate between right action and wrong action. The right action leads to happiness. The
fine line which divides the two is very confusing and people with good faith ends up pursuing
wrong action if they are not aware of the law. For example we know that charity is good.
Many times we give alms without thinking of its application. Here comes the catch. If you
give alms and the alms are used for ill purpose then you are also participant in the crime.
Hence one should always be mindful of his/her action. The word soul has been used which
may be referred to as God, Self or the biding element present in all of us.
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